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This activity book of over 110 ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper worksheets is
ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at school or as
homework, they feature basic written and English skills including parts of speech,
usage, expression, and grammar.
Teaching English to speakers of other languages (TESOL) requires knowledge of
content (grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation) and methods (lesson planning,
classroom management). Many TESOL teacher training programs assume that trainees
have sufficient content knowledge, and therefore focus on methodology. Unfortunately,
the assumption of content knowledge is often a bad one. Many TESOL graduates enter
the work force without a sufficient grounding in English fundamentals. You Can Teach
Grammar is a self-contained TESOL grammar course book. It covers all the parts of
speech and major sentence structures and provides self-practice quizzes to check
comprehension. In addition, the book directly addresses common classroom problems
associated with each grammar topic. In the classroom, knowledge of the grammar
alone is insufficient. Imparting English grammar skills in memorable and meaningful
ways can be tricky, particularly for new teachers. For this reason, You Can Teach
Grammar includes a variety of teaching ideas for each grammar topic. You Can Teach
Grammar is designed as both a course book and a general reference. Its logical layout
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and detailed indexing make it a useful resource for teachers in the field as well as for
teachers-in-training.
The Anarchist's Guide to Grammar: "Banish the "rules" of grammar in the U.S.!" is the
revolution called for by author Val Dumond. "Scary? Of course, but drastic measures
must be taken. Just look at the state of language today! The time is now! Stand up and
reclaim it!" "We've been taking U.S. language for granted," claims this long-time writer.
We make several assumptions: 1) that we have a language called "Proper English"; 2)
that a set of "rules" lies in some mysterious place, written by some mysterious authority;
3) that one must follow those "rules" to speak and write correctly. Not so! The time has
arrived to banish what we call "rules" and expose the assumptions." Dumond asks:
What would happen if we all spoke the language of our heritage? We would quickly
learn the sound of the Tower of Babel - since US-language has come about by
combining languages from (at least) 150 countries around the world. As immigrants
enter the country, they bring with them new ideas, cultures, foods, music, and
language. As they become settled, they combine their culture with US-ers, thus
enriching all of us in the United States, including our language. In an amusing
Introduction, Val explains how we have assumed there exists an incontrovertible set of
grammar "rules" to be followed in order to speak proper, correct, good English. "We're
not in England anymore!" she points out. Oh yes, we started out with British "rules," but
as we declared our independence, language changed, and continues to change. Do
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you really understand ordinary British English? Numerous pundits over time have
drawn up what they consider the "rules" of grammar and forced them on their students.
Yet, when those students run up against someone who studied a different set of "rules,"
confusion and doubt rear their heads. Must we in the U.S. speak "proper English" or do
we have a language all our own? After clarifying the conundrum of US-language,
Dumond offers guidelines to aid writers in determining what constitutes understandable
language. Those guidelines don't depend on memorizing all the crazy names for the
parts of language, but rather the guidelines focus on how those parts function. Nouns
and pronouns become Things; adjectives and adverbs become Modifiers; punctuation
becomes Rules of the Road - all presented in easily understood language, with
examples to boot. Included in the guidelines are ways to decide which nouns to
capitalize how to discern the difference between plural and possessive nouns how
pronouns perform ways to vary word modifiers how to add modifying phrases and
clauses use of the little words that serve as the glue to connect words into sentences
how to use the dots, dashes, and curly cues we call punctuation. But she doesn't stop
there. Writers will especially enjoy the freedom offered to create new words and put
together sentences and paragraphs. She offers suggestions to use numbers and
inclusive language, as well as offering four ways to improve spelling. The solution to the
confusion of US-language seems so simple. Look at the "rules" that come close to your
interpretation, then modify them to make them work for you. Set up Your Style Manual,
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rather than depend on style manuals put together according to some other group's
interpretations. And she shows you how. All this is included in The Anarchist's Guide to
Grammar: toss out the assumptions, clarify them, pick up some basic, helpful
guidelines, and write with power and assurance. No longer will you need to ask, "What
are the rules for writing Proper English?" At last, you'll understand why there aren't any.
At last you can write your own guidelines.
Everyone wants to produce writing that is clear, concise, and grammatically accurate,
but getting to that point is not always easy. If you've ever had difficulty finding the right
phrase to complete a simple sentence or have struggled to put a complicated thought
into words, The Only Grammar and Style Workbook You'll Ever Need is for you. In this
book, grammar savant Susan Thurman guides you through the complexities of spelling,
usage, and style in the English language. Her comprehensive drills show you how to:
Find the right words Identify the parts of speech Recognize elements of a good
sentence Avoid common grammatical and punctuation mistakes Write clearly and
directly With more than 150 exercises and in-depth lessons, this workbook will quickly
become your go-to resource for all your writing needs.
A practical aid in Expressing Ideas through the Use of an Exact and Varied
Vocabulary', first published in 1913.
From the introduction: Big Grammar Book is jam-packed from cover to cover with a
great selection of photocopiable worksheets taken from the popular
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EnglishBanana.com website. We wanted to provide teachers with a really useful book
of no-nonsense grammar worksheets that they can dip into and use in class with
students at Entry Level (ESOL Core Curriculum Entry Levels 1 & 2). It is also ideal for
students to work with at home since the answers are all printed at the back.

"Thiru V.P. Kannan has brought out a nice manual covering all the aspects of
grammar in a comprehensive manner with copious examples and adequate
exercises. This book will be of immense help to the students ... deliberately made
very simple to enhance the grasping of rural students" Dr. V. IRAI ANBU, I.A.S.
"How we say something can be as important as what we say ... Ungrammatical
communications lack clarity ... The book is indeed comprehensive ... Students
will find English Grammar (Simple, Practical yet Comprehensive) very helpful as
they work to improve their skill in English grammar. Dr. Carl Perrin, Ph. D.,
Lakewood, NJ, USA "Unlike the conventional books, the book is well structured
with units, wholesome by themselves and arranged in a logical sequence ... a
boon not only to students but also to learners of English language at all levels as
the book is planned and designed in the most practical and natural way." Dr. S.
SHANMUGIAH, M.A., Ph.D. Registrar, Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai "I
appreciate his (author's) initiative in working out a scheme of learning English
that is interesting and easy to pursue ... it enables the learner to move from the
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basic to the advanced and achieve mastery by correct and consistent practice ...
I commend the book to every teacher and learner." Prof. R. RAJA
GOVINDASAMY, M.A., M.A. (USA) Principal, Thiagarajar College, Madurai
"Each topic is dealt with utmost care ... I am confident that this book will prove to
be an asset to students and teachers. It will also be a source of support and
guidance for parents who wish to prepare their wards for the examination and
also help them to develop their proficiency in English Grammar." Mrs. FELICIA
AUGSTINE, M.A., M.Ed. Academic Supervisor, Dept. of English, SBOA School &
Junior College, Chennai
"Interesting", "practical" and "unique" are the right words for describing this
grammar book. This book not only introduces the fundamental knowledge about
the Chinese language but also, and more importantly, reveals the reasons behind
the principles and rules, which helps learners to understand this language and
apply the grammar rules well. Contents CHAPTER 1 Preparing to Start 1.1 A
New Perspective 1.2 Chinese Language, Dialect, and Mandarin Chinese 1.3
Chinese Character, Simplified Character, and Traditional Character 1.4
Pronunciation, Tone, and Pinyin CHAPTER 2 Secrets of Combination 2.1
Concepts and Mechanisms 2.2 Three Basic Types of Combining Processes 2.3
Know More, Do More Chapter 3 Detailed Types of Combining Processes 3.1
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Concepts and Mechanisms 3.2 Combining between Nouns 3.3 Combining
between Verbs 3.4 Combining between Adjectives 3.5 Combining between a
Noun and an Adjective 3.6 Combining between a Noun and a Verb 3.7
Combining between a Verb and an Adverb 3.8 Know More, Do More Chapter 4
Multiple Combining Processes 4.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 4.2 Logical
Relations and Combining Sequences 4.3 Details and Skills 4.4 Know More, Do
More Chapter 5 Structures and Gradations 5.1 Intermissions 5.2 StructureMarking Words 5.3 Relation-Marking Words 5.4 Know More, Do More Chapter 6
Words in Special Types 6.1 Words as Affixes 6.2 Words as Reduplication 6.3
Words as Sounds Imitations 6.4 Words as Abbreviations 6.5 Chinese Idioms
Chapter 7 Quantities, Times, and Places 7.1 To Describe Numbers and
Quantities 7.2 To Describe Times 7.3 To Describe Places Chapter 8: About
Sentences 8.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 8.2 Consistency in Combining
Principles and Rules Chapter 9 To Make Comments and Descriptions 9.1
Concepts and Mechanisms 9.2 To Make Comments about Objects 9.3 To
Describe Properties of Objects 9.4 To Describe Definitions 9.5 To Make
Comparisons and Conclusions Chapter 10 To Describe Existence 10.1 Concepts
and Mechanisms 10.2 To Describe Existence in General Statuses 10.3 To
Describe Existence in Specific Statuses Chapter 11 To Describe Acts 11.1
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Concepts and Mechanisms 11.2 To Describe Issuers and Acts 11.3 To Describe
Acts and Receivers 11.4 To Describe Issuers, Acts, and Receivers 11.5 Special
Sentence Structures Chapter 12 To Raise Questions: Yes or No 12.1 Concepts
and Mechanisms 12.2 To Apply Interrogative Words 12.3 To Apply Reduplicative
Structures 12.4 To Apply Independent Structures Chapter 13 To Raise
Questions: Ask for Details 13.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 13.2 To Inquire about
Unknown People 13.3 To Inquire about Unknown Things 13.4 To Inquire about
Unknown Acts 13.5 To Inquire about Unknown Places 13.6 To Inquire about
Specific Unknown Objects 13.7 To Inquire about Unknown Statuses 13.8 To
Inquire about Unknown Reasons 13.9 To Inquire about Unknown Quantities
13.10 To Inquire about Unknown Times 13.11 Know More, Do More Chapter 14
Past, Present, and Future 14.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 14.2 Tense of
Present Indefinite 14.3 Tense of Past Indefinite 14.4 Tense of Future Indefinite
14.5 Tense of Present Continuous 14.6 Tense of Past Continuous 14.7 Tense of
Future Continuous 14.8 Tense of Present Perfect 14.9 Tense of Past Perfect
14.10 Tense of Future Perfect 14.11 Know More, Do More Chapter 15 Start, End,
and Span 15.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 15.2 To Describe a Specific Point
15.3 To Describe a Span 15.4 Know More, Do More Chapter 16 Connection and
Integration 16.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 16.2 To Specify Coordinating
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Relationships 16.3 To Specify Progressive Relationships 16.4 To Specify
Adversative Relationships 16.5 To Specify Conditional Relationships 16.6 To
Specify Cause-and-Effect Relationships 16.7 To Specify Objective Relationships
16.8 To Apply Independent Reminding Words 16.9 Know More, Do More
Basic Korean: A Grammar and Workbook comprises an accessible reference
grammar and related exercises in a single volume. This book presents twentyfive individual grammar points, covering the core material which students would
expect to encounter in their first year of learning Korean. Grammar points are
followed by examples and exercises which allow students to reinforce and
consolidate their learning. Basic Korean is suitable for both class use as well as
independent study. Key features include: a clear, accessible format many useful
language examples all Korean entries presented in Hangul with English
translations jargon-free explanations of grammar abundant exercises with a full
answer key a subject index. Clearly presented and user-friendly, Basic Korean
provides readers with the essential tools to express themselves in a wide variety
of situations, making it an ideal grammar reference and practice resource for both
beginners and students with some knowledge of the language.
World Wonders is a three-level series for 9-11 year olds that capitalizes on
National Geographic photography and facts via reading texts and DVD clips. It
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also features an exciting adventure cartoon story for Levels 1 & 2. The course is
structured around the Student's Books that contain twelve eight-page core units
plus six review units.
World WondersCengage LearningWorld Wonders 3 GrammarNational
Geographic Learning
A user-friendly reference guide plus workbook containing the most important
rules of English grammar, punctuation, capitalization, and writing numbers that
people need every day. Full of helpful, real-world examples, exercises, tests, and
answers. Perfect for business professionals, professors, teachers, students, and
home schooling families, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation is used in
hundreds of universities, high schools, middle schools and corporations through
the United States as well as in developing nations. Take an online quiz, get
editing help, order the book, join the Q&A club, read Jane Straus's articles, or
register for her monthly newsletter.
The Best Grammar Workbook Ever! is a comprehensive instructional guide for
ages 10-110. It covers grammar basics, common grammar problems,
punctuation, capitalization, and word usage. In addition to a Pretest and Final
Test, there are more than 100 practice exercises and tests at the end of each
chapter. A complete list of answers is included in one of the appendixes. Other
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appendixes include commonly misspelled words, commonly mispronounced
words, Greek and Latin word roots, and writing tips. The book is written in a
friendly and easy-to-use tone. There are helpful hints throughout and a complete
index.
NALI By Esther Henry In an era of darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and
cannibalism, Nali tries to buck the ancient traditions, only to find herself deeply
entrenched in them. As a young girl full of dreams, she is given to a tribal elder in
marriage and quickly learns that her girlhood dreams could be shattered
overnight. The rain forest held a secret refuge that only Nali knew, where she
took her dreams and her delusions. Will she be forced to succumb to a
subservient role the rest of her life, or can she overcome the hopelessness that
comes with isolation, ignorance and tradition? Deep in the heart of New Guinea
lies the village of Mendoka, beautifully camouflaged from the rest of the world.
Although the village has yet to be discovered, the outside world would soon have
an influence on their lives. An interruption to their peaceful simplicity would both
terrify them and cause them to search for answers. Readers will be able to follow
the lives of those who lived in a much simpler time and become immersed in the
culture that controlled their everyday existence.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers for
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the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. These examination papers for the
Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam provide the most authentic exam
preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the
content and format of the exam and to practise useful exam techniques. The
Student's Book without answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The
Student's Book is also available in a 'with answers' edition. Audio CDs (2)
containing the exam Listening material and a Student's Book with answers and
downloadable Audio are available separately.
"CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar
presented"--P. [3] of cover.
World Wonders is an exciting four-level series for 9-11 year olds that capitalises
on National Geographic photography and facts via reading texts and DVD clips. It
also features an exciting adventure cartoon story for Levels 1 & 2. The course is
structured around the Student's Books that contain twelve eight-page core units
plus six review units. The series has been specially written to capture the
attention of young learners in beginner to pre-intermediate classes.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as
one of the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar
and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens
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of reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to
middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and
more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and
usage simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to
English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and lay-flat binding
for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations,
offering “just the facts” on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully
updated to reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to
help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in
the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and
subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
Title: "Leila's And Kim's Pre-college Vocabulary in Context and Graded Grammar
Exercises" This Workbook {is a valuable tool put forward for the benefit of aspiring Leila
and ambitious Kim and their high school and pre-college peers who would use it to
enrich their repertoire of vocabulary and review their English Grammar to help them
cope with their post high school and college requirements and to satisfy their search
and eagerness to using the language smoothly and with confidence. In fact, in order to
respond to Leila's strong desire to learn and Kim's tremendous love of developing
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language proficiency, this Workbook contains a large number of Vocabulary Exercises
totaling more than 200 which are intended to help enrich users by more than 3000
words of common use, most of which are part of the International Word List and carly
college textbook items, in addition to the many other items used in the multiple-choicequestion distractors. Similarly, there are more than 200 Grammar Exercises of 20 items
each. Both the Vocabulary and the Grammar Exercises are supplied with answers at
the end of each exercise to facilitate reference instead of having tables appended at the
end of the book, which are not usually referred to by many users. A user of the
Workbook, however, should only look at the answers once he or she has finished the
exercise to compare the answers. The context sentences used in the Workbook are
simple and are meant to please Kim and thrill Leila rather than frustrate their efforts or
waste their valuable time. The review exercises have not been haphazardly written, but
are the result of many years of working with the likes of Leila and Kim here and abroad
as well as personal involvement in program development, text and test writing, research
and note-taking in order to decide the context in which an item should fit. Finally,
whether the user of this Workbook is a high school student, a pre-college or university
student, or a job seeker, it is certainly an excellent tool in hand and A Road to College
and Career Success' only if the exercises are given the time and the effort required!
Don't Shoot Yourself in the Foot Before You Even Open Your Mouth! The Writing Guide
for Professional Speakers. Do you want to become a professional public speaker,
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someone who gets paid to speak in public about topics you are passionate about? If so,
I've got good news and bad news. The bad news is that it's a crowded ole world out
there-every Tom, Dick, and Harriet seem to be a "professional" speaker, armed with a
book, a blog, and a boatload of subject-matter expertise. The good news is that only a
few of these "professionals" can spell or even construct a correct sentence in American
English. Look around! If you want to stand out, if you want to impress potential hosts, if
you want to get hired again and again, then you have to recognize that your written
words will probably be read before your spoken words are heard. In other words, your
written words have to be flawless. In Before You Even Open Your Mouth, nine-time,
award-winning author and public speaker Liz Coursen shares her expertise about how
to write to impress. Liz speaks professionally 80-100 times each year, and part of her
success, she believes, is the attention to detail she brings to every aspect of her
speaking, including her promotional materials. "Punctuation and grammar is easy, and
it's fun," she says. "And, since our writing is part of how people judge us, it's important
for every professional speaker to know how to write well."
"A farmer and entrepreneur, Chase is a man of many abilities. Now he is being asked
to use those abilities, and his own particular skills with a sword and bow, to assist an
alien planet. This means trading a valuable resource that the planet harbours to
convince the Inter-galactic Federation to repair its failing sun" -- Back cover.
The Only Grammar Book You'll Ever Need is the ideal resource for everyone who
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wants to produce writing that is clear, concise, and grammatically excellent. Whether
you're creating perfect professional documents, spectacular school papers, or effective
personal letters, you'll find this handbook indispensable. From word choice to
punctuation to organization, English teacher Susan Thurman guides you through
getting your thoughts on paper with polish. Using dozens of examples, The Only
Grammar Book You'll Ever Need provides guidelines for: Understanding the parts of
speech and elements of a sentence Avoiding the most common grammar and
punctuation mistakes Using correct punctuating in every sentence Writing clearly and
directly Approaching writing projects, whether big or small Easy to follow and
authoritative, The Only Grammar Book You'll Ever Need provides all the necessary
tools to make you successful with every type of written expression.
An effective program for preparing to take the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign
Language) exam, especially for Spanish speakers. Ideal for group or self -study.
Answer key is included in this edition. An advanced grammar course, appropriate for
pre-iBT, ITP paper-based TOEFL prep and English Teacher Training. Here, for the first
time, a unique approach to preparing to take the TOEFL exam--especially for Spanish
speakers. Focused on the Grammar section with five steps, this program also includes
strategies for the Listening Comprehension section, guidelines for success in the
Reading section, and expert tips and sample topics for the iBT Written Essay. Includes
useful appendices for reference. To see useful Amazon book reviews, kindly refer to
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the listing for "TOEFL Prep for Spanish Speakers", the original book on which this title
is based. For info. on all 12 titles in this series, visit www.5steptoeflprep.com.
A planet plagued with tumult from outsiders and divided by its own religious dichotomy
could face extinction if their faiths are not united and an unholy artifact is destroyed.
Safiro, the God of Death, and Sanguina, the Goddess of Life, created two heroes
(Vytametas) -- mirror twins separated at birth yet destined to meet in a place where the
future of their world will be decided by their powers. The only people who know not the
ultimate purpose of the legendary Vytametas are the young heroes themselves. While
the teenage Vytametas learn of their world and of their mission, they will be turned
against each other by the two faiths they are meant to save: the demented Safiric
Brotherhood and the shady Sanguinic Sisterhood.
Brighter Child English & Grammar for Grade 5 helps students master language arts skills.
Practice is included for parts of speech, punctuation, vocabulary, frequently confused words,
and more. School success starts here! Workbooks in the popular Brighter Child series are
packed with plenty of fun activities that teach a variety of essential school skills. Students will
find help for math, English and grammar, handwriting, and other important subject areas. Each
book contains full-color practice pages, easy-to-follow instructions, and an answer key.
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal with his desire to understand his life.
His hopes of uncovering the secrets revealed in his father's journals are quickly dashed, and
he works with a private investigator to discover the truth. Worry about his wife, Sarah,
combines with his efforts to cope with his childhood trauma, an unexpected death, and the
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recent revelations. His obsession with the past threatens to destroy his stable life. Meanwhile,
Sarah and her father, Tristan, continue to combat the lingering discord that developed between
them years before but refuse to take their main focus from Daniel. As he reviews his biological
father's efforts to be a good man, Daniel searches for a way to comprehend shocking
disclosures. He questions his own goodness as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from
those around him, especially the two people he knows will always love him, Sarah and Tristan.
Bring the world of English language learning to life through breathtaking images and
fascinating facts which interest and stimulate students. Teach them about the world they live
in, its people, its customs and its wonders. World Wonders is an exciting four-level course that
incorporates stunning National geographic photography and non-fiction reading texts inspired
by national geographic content. National Geographic material is also included on the DVD that
is available for each level. The course has been specially written to capture the attention of
young learners in beginner to pre-intermediate classes.
In Wonderful World Second edition, explore the world with your young learners and discover its
wonders - all while developing the English skills they need to become successful global
citizens. Through spectacular National Geographic video and inspiring photography, students
will travel the globe learning about different countries, cultures, people and their customs. With
clearly structured methodology and explicit grammar instruction, this sex-level primary series is
packed with fascinating facts that spark curiosity, personalisation activities that get your
students talking and new online resources that make it even easier to bring the world to the
classroom and the classroom to life.
An updated and revised edition of the Objective CAE course, which prepares students for
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Cambridge English: Advanced, also known as Certificate in Advanced English (CAE). The
Teacher's Book contains teaching notes, extra teaching ideas to extend or shorten the length
of the activities, and comprehensive answer keys. The Teacher's Resources Audio CD/CDROM contains two complete Advanced practice tests with audio and key, and the course
wordlist.
The New Cambridge English Course is a four-level course for learners of English.
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